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Comprehensive and Reliable
Communications Solutions
for Remote Operations
SkyVision has been providing telecommunications
solutions for the mining industry for over a decade. With
the geographic and operational challenges that mineral
resources exploration and mining sites present, reliable
communications for remote operations, monitoring and
management are vital in enhancing productivity and
ensuring profitability.
SkyVision provides reliable and cost-effective connectivity
solutions and applications unique to mining sites that are
continually being explored, constructed, exhausted and
relocated.

Your mining site cycle: We have it covered.
From prospecting and exploration to extraction and ore processing, SkyVision delivers solutions
for the complete mining site cycle.
Mining plant business and leisure connectivity and telecommunications solutions differs greatly
from the communication needs of a geophysical prospecting team exploring new targeted mineral
deposits. SkyVision understands the diversity of these needs and as a result, develops its solutions
in full collaboration with its mineral exploration and mining industry customers, ensuring that all
your business objectives are met.

Mining Site Cycle Solutions

SkyVision solutions

Mining site needs

Prospecting
and Exploration

Site Development
and Construction

Extraction and
Ore Processing

Internet access • voice
connectivity • email •
geological data transfer

Internet access •
voice connectivity • ERP •
corporate applications

Internet access • voice
connectivity • ERP •
corporate applications •
recreational - supporting
several on-site applications

Mobile Satellite Services:
BGAN, Sat Phone

VSAT:
Dedicated communication
links VSAT for Internet &
VPN access

VSAT/Fibre/Microwave:
Dedicated communication
links for Internet & VPN
access

International voice
connectivity

On demand VSAT backup
connectivity

Video conferencing

International voice connectivity

Wireless access

Managed IP-PBX

2 way radio

Point to Multipoint radio

Transportable light VSAT
kits
International voice
connectivity
Solar Power system
Camp site wireless access

Video conferencing
Wireless access distribution
2 Way Radio
SCADA/ Telemetries
Welfare communications

Optimize your Exploration - Connectivity at all times.
SkyVision’s communications solutions ensure that critical information is always readily available
and enables field teams operating in harsh remote environments to communicate with the
experts at head office.
Our suite of connectivity solutions allow mineral prospecting and exploration teams to download
files and access the company’s database, coupled with transferring test data, images and
video from the site to the back office for immediate analysis, increasing success rates and
optimizing the time available for exploration. With our broad range of portable VSAT and
mobile satellite services, we guarantee quality communications - anywhere, anytime.

Reliable solutions for maximized productivity
Mineral extraction operations are very costly, and as a result, mining sites must work around
the clock to be operationally efficient and productive. Communications downtime or failing
to implement immediate repairs can cause a shutdown, resulting in tremendous financial
loss. SkyVision provides redundant solutions that prevent downtime or at best, reduce it to
a minimum and decrease financial loss. We ensure that mining sites are equipped with the
most reliable, intelligent, effective and innovative communications solutions that contribute to
employee productivity and efficiency. Further, we enable real-time telemetry to help identify
and prevent problems before they result in costly operational shutdowns and delays.
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Local and Global Leader in Communications

Over a decade of experience and expertise has led SkyVision to a recognized position of leadership
in delivering reliable communications solutions even in the most remote and harsh locations and
terrain. Whether you need a communications solution at the exploration site or between remote
sites and your global operations, we give you the connectivity to ensure clear communications
and operations visibility.

Global private IP/MPLS network
SkyVision’s IP/MPLS network is interconnected to international POPs, building a global private
MPLS backbone with point of presence in major cities in Africa, Europe, North America and the
Middle East. Our resilient, next-generation network over multiple submarine cables, provides
customers with reliable and secured connectivity between their offices and to the Internet.

Satellite communications platforms and teleports
SkyVision operates numerous satellite communication platforms and teleports worldwide, allowing
its customers to access nearly any satellite in orbit. This unique flexibility allows us to deliver
optimized solutions for customers at virtually any location. SkyVision teleports are both monitored
and manned by experienced professional engineers and support personnel trained to provide
fast, efficient solutions to even the most unexpected service situation – 24/7.
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Mobility

SkyVision offers a wide range of portable VSAT and mobile satellite services supporting
data, voice and video connectivity wherever it’s needed. Based on the world-class
leading platforms of Inmarsat, Iridium and Thuraya, with a variety of post or pre-paid
service plans, SkyVision offers a solution tailored to suit specific customer needs.

Wireless

Mining operations, whether deep cast or open pit, pose significant wireless networking
challenges. SkyVision offers both indoor and outdoor wireless access solutions, providing
high-speed connectivity and Internet access for a range of devices, including laptops,
PDAs and mobile phones. Whether enhancing mobility for employees, collecting realtime machinery diagnostics or providing connectivity for video and CCTV, SkyVision
has the ultimate solution and technology for mining sites’ challenging environments.

Upstream and Downstream

SkyVision’s communications solutions are suitable for both upstream and downstream
businesses. Exploration, production, transport and distribution networks can rely on
SkyVision to deliver its globally recognized service quality anywhere, anytime.

Satisfied employees are key to success

Skilled employees are the real “gems” and mining workers’ welfare is just one way of
ensuring they are well taken care of. Providing employees with high-quality, yet costeffective voice and video connections to their loved ones, the ability to participate in
online educational and training programs for their personal development, and enjoy
high-speed, on-demand entertainment during leisure time, is crucial to a productive
workforce. SkyVision offers a range of employee solutions, including pre/postpaid
voice line plans, video conferencing solutions and access to online entertainment –
keeping your employees in touch at all times.

Safety is top priority

Mining industry employees work in a very volatile, risky environment, making safety a
main concern. SkyVision takes your Quality, Health, Safety and Environment obligations
to the highest level of importance and make it a point to ensure that violation of the
code is made impossible.

Professional services

SkyVision’s professional team of network experts and project managers represent a broad range
of planning, design and technology experience, making SkyVision a one-stop shop for any type
of connectivity. A comprehensive suite of professional services offers customers an extended
range of options, including:
• Network and solutions planning and design
• Installation services
• On-site support and maintenance
• Purchasing and logistics
• Project management
• Optimization
• Remote monitoring
• Managed network services

Fast Response Time: 24/7 Local and Global Support
SkyVision manages and maintains multiple 24/7 multilingual Network Operations Centers
(NOC) and Technical Assistance Centers (TAC), proactively monitoring the centers’ and
our customers’ communications infrastructure, quickly resolving problems and constraints.
Our remote monitoring capabilities help identify and stop problems before they cause
costly operational shutdowns and delays. SkyVision’s certified technicians and engineers
are available around the globe, ready to step in and take the necessary action to reduce
downtime to a minimum, ensuring that operations are back on track in no time.

SkyVision NOC

SkyVision Solutions
SkyVision solutions are offered as managed services, end-to-end
solutions or standalone services.
Communications via satellite and global MPLS network, secured or over the Internet, include:
Connectivity platforms:
Satellite networks
Hybrid networks
Microwave
2 way radio
Fiber-optics
Wireless access solutions (WLAN, WiFi, mobility)

Business operations solutions:
Intranet and Internet (VPN)
Voice lines and managed PBX
Video conferencing
SCADA/telemetry
Visiting/resident contractors’ access network
Business continuity
Cloud services
IT security (firewall, content filtering, cloud, on site)
Real-time equipment diagnostics

Miners’ welfare solutions:
Scratch cards for voice calls and Internet
Telemedicine
Video-on-demand
WLAN hotspots
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